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EMERGENCY CONTACTS
Emergency Child Protection: 1-800-663-9122
Emergency Crisis Line: 1-888-353-2273
Suicide Prevention : 1-800-SUICIDE (784-2433)
KUU-US (Aboriginal) Crisis Line: 1-800-588-8717
Kid's Help Phone: 1-800-668-6868
Metis Crisis Line: 1-833-MetisBC(638-4722)

240B North Mackenzie Avenue, Williams Lake, BC
Call (250) 392-6500 or Visit www.denisiqi.org
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215 CHILDREN
On May 26th, 2021, Canada learned that the Tk'emlúps te Secwépemc First Nation found the remains of
215 children on the site of the Kamloops Indian Residential School. Denisiqi Services Society mourns
these children and honours those children and families whose lives were changed by residential schools.
Denisiqi staff safely gathered to honour the children and families through drum, song, and prayer.
When they buried the children
What they didn't know
They were lovingly embraced
By the land
Held and cradled in a mother's heart
The trees wept for them, with the wind
They sang mourning songs their mother's didn't know how to sing
bending branches to touch the earth
around them. The Creator cried for them the tears falling like rain.
Mother Earth held them
until they could be found.
Now our voices sing the mourning songs.
with the trees. The wind. light sacred fire
ensure they are never forgotten as we sing
JUSTICE
-abigail echo-hawk
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A MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
We are excited to see Spring
and Summer well on its way!
Denisiqi staff have been busy
over the last few months
planning for our summer
programs. Coming up with
creative ways to plan great
things and follow rules has
been a challenge, but we are
up for the task. With the
Urban Expansion Agreement
well in place we are working
with our partners to plan for
the delivery of urban services.
We have undertaken the task
of reviewing and revising all of
our programs to align with the
cultural values and traditions
of the communities that we
serve. We are also making an
intentional effort to learn and
share cultural knowledge both
internally with staff and in the
creation of cultural programs.

Looking forward to the
summer, we are hopeful that
we will be able to host our
annual AGM in person. We
love to celebrate and we are
excited for our agency
anniversary coming up in
August. We hope to be able to
share in celebrating our
continued successes with you
then as well.

The agency has been growing
and we are pleased to be able
to continue to expand on our
services even through a
difficult year. All of the teams
are fully staffed and we are
honoured to host a number of
students over a variety of
program areas. The ability to
support learners and share
knowledge is meaningful and
through the support of our
students we are able to take
on projects and extend
servcies. Many students have
continued to work for us,
which we are grateful for.

Christa Smith
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It is because of our clients,
families, communities and
awesome board of directors
that we are able to do the
work we do and become
inspired to do more. We are
so thankful for the ability to
give back and be of service to
others. We thank you and look
forward to continuing to serve
you.
Sechanalyagh,

STAFF UPDATES
In April Denisiqi said farewell
to outreach worker Brandon
Hare. Recently, Denisiqi
welcomed Sheena Grover and
Lane Spooner as the new
outreach workers. Cynthia
Dick and Hayley Guichon
were welcomed as the new
Jordan's Principle
Coordinators. Brent Dunlop
was also welcomed to the
team as the new finance clerk.
Nicole Mack has returned
from her one year maternity
leave and is re-connecting
with youth.

Staff at Denisiqi making drums in April 2021
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CULTURE CORNER
Language is part of a person's Identity - It helps keep culture alive
Tsilhqot'in

Dakelh

July
Jas Za
"The month of the spring salmon"

July
Lhook Tezdel Bunun
"The time of the fish run"

August
Ts'eman Za
"The month of the sockeye salmon"

August
Ges Tezdel Bunun
"The time of the salmon run"

September
Dandzex ʔiza
"The month of the humpback salmon"

September
Duni 'Ulhta'Ula'az Bunun
"The time of the moose run"

October
Benen Nats'ih
"The windy month"

October
'Ut'an Nadeh Bunun
"The time of the leaves falling"

Biny - Lake

Shas - Grizzley

Binlagh - Fish trap

Dzulh - Mountain

tadiŝad - Deep water

Tsa - Beaver

beʔelagi - Flower (it's)

Kw'us - Cloud

ts'ats'el - Sunflower

Duck - Dut'ai

sunlh - Dry pine needles

Whudzih - Caribou

binabih - Swimming suit

Dune - Man

binalgash - Bicycle

Ti - Road

busi - Cat

Ts'i - Canoe

“You’ve got to know your language to understand your culture.”
—Beatrice Taylor, Ojibwe
Language translations were created using the FirstVoices website
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JORDAN'S PRINCIPLE
Our new Jordan’s Principle
Coordinators are Cynthia Dick
from Tl’etinqox and Hayley
Guichon from Tsideldel. They
are both trained and ready to
assist with applications for
Indigenous youth ages 19 and
under in and around Williams
Lake.
Jordan’s Principle is a legal
ruling named in memory of
Jordan River Anderson, a First
Nations child from Norway
House Cree Nation in
Manitoba. Born with complex
medical needs, Jordan spent
more than two years
unnecessarily in hospital,
waiting to leave, while the
Province of Manitoba and the
Government of Canada argued
over who should pay for his at
home care—care that would
have been paid for immediately
had Jordan not been First
Nations. Jordan died in the
hospital at the age of five years
old, never having spent a day in
a family home. Jordan’s
Principle improves access to
the health, social, educational,
and cultural services and
products Indigenous children
may need when they need it.
Here at DSS we celebrated
Bear Witness Day on May 10th.
It is an important date in the
history of Jordan’s Principle at
the Canadian Human Rights
Tribunal, as it is Spirit Bear’s
birthday.
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We took the day and had a
teddy bear lunch picnic and
watched a short animation
"Spirit Bear and Children make
History.” The animation is
available for us to bring to the
communities once Covid-19
restrictions are lifted.
The Tribunal’s first noncompliance order called for
Canada to fully implement
Jordan’s Principle by May 10,
2016. Unfortunately, it took
several more years and many
non-compliance orders
(September 2016, May 2017,
November 2017) against
Canada before any progress
was made.

As the legal status of Jordan’s
Principle is currently being
challenged within the federal
government, there is an
upcoming trial from June 14-18,
2021. This trial will decide
whether Jordan’s Principle will
cover non-status off-reserve
members, due to the Canadian
Government appealing the
previous case.
If you have any questions or
would like to fill out an
application, please email
jordansprinciple@denisiqi.org
or call (250) 392-6500 ext 224.

Jordan's Principle teddy bears
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BANNOCK
2 cups flour
1 TBSP baking powder
1TBSP sugar
1TSP oil (canola or vegetable)
1tsp salt
1 warm cup water (approx.)
Canola or Vegetable oil for frying (approx. 3 cups for large frying pan)
1. Mix your dry ingredients together and stir well.
2. Add 1 TBSP oil and continue mixing well.
3. Slowly add the warm water and knead lightly at the same time until your dough comes together. Continue
to knead lightly and form into a ball. You want your dough to be soft, not sticky from too much water nor
dry from too much flour.
4. Cover your bowl with a clean towel or plastic wrap so it does not dry out and let rest for 20-30 minutes.
5. In a large frying pan, heat your oil to approximately 350 degrees (medium to med-high heat). You want to
use several cups of oil about 1 inch in depth in your pan for frying. Once your oil is warmed up, take a
small piece a dough in the oil to test. You want your oil hot enough to fry the bannock thoroughly but not
too hot that it cooks too fast and burns.
6. You can form your dough into flat round pieces, be sure not to over knead.
7. Fry each side of the bannock until golden brown, approximately 3-5 minutes each side.
8. You can top with chili, lettuce, and cheese for Indian Tacos, or wrap your dough around hot dogs for
bannock dogs. If your bannock doesn’t turn out the first or tenth time, that’s ok… keep on trying!

Bannock pictured above
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THE INDIGENOUS FAMILY
The western concept that a family is made up of a mother, father, and children has led to legislation and
systems that define what is right, what is the best interest of a child or what good parenting looks like.
However, the norms, values, and assumptions of western society are not shared across cultures and we
know that many Indigenous cultures include uncles, aunts, cousins, grandparents other extended family
and close friends when referring to their family (Poirier, 2009: 24 ; Sigouin, Charpentier and Quéniart,
2010 ; Guay, 2015 ; Guay and Grammond, 2012). In Indigenous society, this large circle of family
members have responsibilities in the caring and raising of a child.
Parenting in Indigenous cultures also looks different than western society because traditionally
Indigenous families may use indirect parenting strategies to influence behavior. Furthermore, Indigenous
parenting approaches respect a child's autonomy more so than western parenting approaches (Guay,
2015).
Parents who would like to learn more about Indigenous parenting strategies are welcome to participate in
one of Denisiqi’s traditional parenting programs or contact Denisiqi’s Early Childhood Education Team.

?Esdilagh

Spring 2021

Tl'esqox

Yunesit'in

Tsi Del Del

Ulkatcho

Xeni Gwet'in
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ABORIGINAL CHILD AND YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH
YOGA
The Clinical Team at Denisiqi Services Society supports youth mental health and healing through cultural and
mainstream interventions. Recently, the Clinical Team has added yoga to their regular repertoire of offerings to
support mental health and healing.
What is yoga?
Yoga is an ancient practice that brings together the mind, body, heart and breath through physical, mental, and
spiritual practices.
Research has found that yoga is effective in working through post-traumatic stress and coping with trauma.
According to van der Kolk (2019), trauma is not the event itself but the feelings and sense of “being” we hold on
to after the event. Trauma is what gets left behind in our neurophysiology (our sensory and hormonal systems)
after the trauma. Yoga helps a person address trauma by “practicing staying in the moment [which…]
counteracts some of the dissociative effects of trauma.” van der Kolk (2019).
There are many benefits to physical, mental and spiritual health and wellness by incorporating yoga into your
week. It does not need to be all physical poses (asana), but it can also be breathing exercises (pranayama) or
meditation (dyhana)
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EQUINE PROGRAM
Denisiqi Services Society’s Equine program focuses
on giving children and youth the opportunity to build
horsemanship skills as they build comfort and
confidence around horses. The Equine program
helps children and youth become aware of their
body language, emotions, and actions that they
project onto the horses. Benefits of the Equine
program include: a time to relax and practice being
fully present, an improvement of self-esteem and
confidence, enhanced communication, increase in
strength as they learn to ride and control the horse
through body and actions. Horses help individuals
increase self-awareness as horses react to an
individual's emotions. Therefore, riders must be
aware of what they are projecting. Riders get to
spend time outdoors experiencing the world of
horses in an easy-going environment.

Youth with a horse at Equine held by Denisiqi

SUMMER GARDENING TIPS
Joys and Benefits of Gardening
The joy comes from the care put into a garden and reaping the fruits of your labor. Fresh vegetables and
fruits, fresh air, sunshine, and weight-bearing exercise to keep you healthy. Benefits of gardening are
exposure to vitamin D, mood-boosting benefits, and exercise. Gardening works all major muscle groups
such as legs, arms, buttocks, stomach, neck, and back. Whether it comes in the form of digging up soil,
setting plants, or carrying water, physical and mental wellness is taking place.

Top Gardening Tips for Beginners
1. Location – lots of sun.
2. Follow the sun.
3. Close to water.
4. Start with great soil.
5. Consider containers.
6. Choose the right plants.
7. Discover your zone.
8. Learn your frost dates.
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“The glory of gardening: hands in the dirt, head in the sun, heart with nature.
To nurture a garden is to feed not just the body, but the soul.” - Alfred Austin
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THE MOUNTAIN MASTERS
The Mountain Masters is a hiking group for youth ages 13-18 that is being led by Denisiqi Services Society
and BGC Williams Lake. Hiking is a great way to explore new and exciting trails around Williams Lake that
have amazing views. Hiking can improve physical, mental, emotional and spiritual health – all four parts of
the medicine wheel! Going for hikes can support your physical health by strengthening your heart, lungs,
and muscles. Endorphins are released, which boosts happiness! Benefits to joining the hiking club include
connecting with nature, meeting new people, getting exercise at no cost, taking a break from technology,
and supporting your mental health.
Starting June 10. The Mountain Masters meet at BGC at 3:30 pm every Thursday. Starting on July 8th, the
group meets at 10:00 am on Thursdays for the remainder of the program. All Public Health Orders for
Covid-19 protocols will be followed. Pick up a registration package from BGC Williams Lake or Denisiqi
Services Society. For more information you can email Dylan at outreach@bgcwilliamslake.com or call (250)
392-5730.
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